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Why a Passive/Active Multijunction Launcher?

Robust LH launchers to face the harsh plasma environment of ITER:

Strong stresses ≈100 MPa

Thick vertical walls between active waveguides    neutron flux ≈0.5 MW/m
2

(13.25 mm) cooling system in the walls

Passive (short-circuited) waveguides at the mouth (within the thick walls, depth= λ/4),

to restore the usual multijunction periodicity

Main requests for a PAM

1) To maintain good coupling even operating in the full shadow of the vessel port to

avoid damage from the large particle flow inside the SOL plasma
2) To tolerate the heating due to the neutron flux and plasma radiation losses

3) To preserve  power handling and CD efficiency acceptable for ITER

FTU experiment was aimed to validate the PAM concept

through testing mainly points 1 & 3 (coupling and CD)

























Conclusions – I

The test of the PAM at FTU has been successful:

Good coupling achieved with density close to or at the cut-off and

antenna retracted up to 3 mm  inside the port

Power more than 1.4 times that required for ITER safely managed

in quasi steady state:

 Actual values in FTU:          75 MW/m2  (=> 250 kW total)

 Request scaled from ITER:  53 MW/m2  (=> 170 kW total)

Good current drive efficiency is maintained



Conclusions – II

Actual power limit can be even exceeded with further conditioning

(>90 MW/m2 possible)

PAM and Conventional grill produce very similar CD and heating

effects (considering the different directivities) and  fast e- tails

(from HXR and ECE signals)

Flexibility in N|| with ΔΦ (phase difference bwtween adjacent

modules) found from both HXR and ECE

The first step towards developing an ITER

LHCD launcher has been succesful


















